GIVING GUIDE 2020
Does the gift you're giving your loved
ones put someone else in control?
Let your loved ones know that you respect them too much to give
them gifts that invade their privacy and abuse their freedom. There
are ethical alternatives!
Free software (think freedom, not price) increases security, protects
from surveillance and puts control where it belongs -- with the user.
Free software guarantees everyone equal rights to their programs;
any user can run, edit, share and contribute to the software. Get
discounts and discover more gifts at fsf.org/givingguide.
Purism Librem 5

Why it's cool: Although we haven't gotten our hands
on one yet, this phone is one to keep an eye on.
We're giving it a tentative recommendation because
the company has publicly committed to doing the
right things for prioritizing user freedom and privacy,
and because we have evaluated and endorsed the
operating system it will run.
Considering that many people around the world use
a mobile phone as their only Internet-enabled device,
it's important to have conﬁdence that your mobile
phone isn't "listening in" on you to make more
money for advertisers.

Instead of Android or iOS, the Librem 5 runs the
PureOS distribution of the GNU/Linux operating
system. The FSF has carefully vetted PureOS's
commitment to user freedom with our guidelines
for fully free systems.
Comes equipped with physical killswitches for
the microphone, GPS, and Wi-Fi connections,
making snitching on your whereabouts a physical
impossibility.
Stay away from: iPhone

It's not just Siri that's creepy: all Apple devices
contain software that's hostile to users.
iOS is a fully proprietary operating system, giving
Apple control over the software on every Apple
device.
Apple has recently used their absolute control
over their users to silence political activists and help
governments spy on millions of users.

Buy it at puri.sm
ThinkPenguin VPN Router

Why it's cool: This little magical box enhances privacy
and security even for family and friends who have
limited knowledge on how to protect themselves.

Designed to complement your existing router by
providing a VPN that enhances privacy and security
and circumvents network controls.
Designed for easy setup.
As free as can be: runs the FSF-endorsed
LibreCMC operating system on a product that is
RYF-certiﬁed.

Buy it at thinkpenguin.com

Discounts and more gifts at fsf.org/givingguide
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